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Abstract
Density ratio estimat ion has attracted a great deal of at, $t$.ent.ion in t,he $s^{1}tat.is^{\backslash }I_{l}ici$, and inachine
learning $c,ort1Y1Jtlnit_{\text{ }}iP_{\iota}hsinc\cdot e$ it can be $\backslash 1_{\backslash }b’rightarrow(1$ for solving various $\sim g^{\text{ }}\cdot|_{(}atis1,ica1$ $(la|_{J}$a processing
tasks such as non-stationarity adaptation, two-sarnple test. outlier detection, independence
test, feature selection/extraction, independent component analysis, causal inference, and
conditional probability $c^{1}sti$lnation. When estimating the density ratio, it is$\cdot$ preferable to
avoid est.imal.ing densities since density estimation is known to be a hard $1$)$ro$blem. $\ln$ this
paper, we give a $con$lprehenbive review of density ratio $t_{\wedge^{\backslash }}^{\neg\backslash },t_{r}ima\iota,ion$ met,h$ods$ based on moinenl.
$1|)atiig,$ $p)a|\backslash 1(:c,if\grave{\iota}(:_{\dot{C}}\iota tio1\downarrow$ , and $rat_{\text{ }}io$ matching.
1 Introduction
Recently, a new general framework of statistical data processing based on the ratio of probabil-
ity densities has been developed (Sugiyama et al.. 2009: Sugiyania et al.. 2011). This density
ratio framework includes various statistical (lata processing tasks such as non-stationarity adap-
tation (Shimodaira, 2000; Zadrozny, 2004; Sngiyama & MM\"uller, 2005; Sugiyama et al., 2007:
Quinonero-Candela et al., 2009; Sugiyama et al., $2010d$) $\dot,$ outlier detection (Hido et al., 2008:
Smola et al., 2009; Hido et al.. 2010), change detection in time series (Kawahara & Sugiyanxa,
2009), conditional density estimation (Sugiyaxna et al., $2010c$), and probabilistic classification
(Sugiyama. 2010).
Furthermore, mutual $infor7nation$–which plays a central role in information theory (Cover
& Thomas. 2006)–caii be estimated via density ratio estimation (Suzuki et al., $2008_{\backslash }$ Suzuki
et al.. $2009b)$ . Since mutual information is $a\ln\dot{\in}!as$llre of statistical indcp$\in!.n(le$ 1$lt:e$ between randoln
variables, density ratio estimation can be used also for varia,ble selection (Snzuki et al., $2009a$),
dimensionality reduction (Suzuki & Sugiyama, 2010), independent component analysis (Suzuki
& Sugiyama, 2009). and causal inference (YaInada & Sugiyama, 2010). Thus, density ratio
estimation is a promising versatile tool for statistical (lata processing.
A naive approach to estimating the $d(\backslash ,n_{\iota}^{\backslash }ity$ ratio is to separately estimate the densities corre-
sponding to the ntlmerato$1^{\cdot}$ and denominator of the ratio, and then take the ratio of the estimated
densities. However, this naive approach is not reliable in high-dimensional problems since divi-
sion by an estimatcd quantity can $11\iota agnify$ the estimation error. $\ulcorner 1^{\urcorner}0$ overcorne this drawback,
$1_{\backslash }7_{u^{\sim}io\iota xs}’$, approaches to directly estima,ting the density ratio without going through density esti-
mation have been explored recently, inc]uding the moment matching approach (Gretton et al.,
2009). the $p\uparrow^{\backslash }obabilistic$ classification approach ( $(Jin$ , 1998: Cheng & Chu. 2004; Bickel et al.,
2007), and $t1$1($!$ ratio match.$i\gamma\iota gapp\uparrow^{\backslash }oa(,\cdot f_{l_{l}}$ (Sugiyama et al., 2008; Kalialnori et al., $2009a$; Tsuboi
et al., 2009; Yamada & Sngiyama, 2009; Yamada et al., 2010). $T1_{1}e$ purpose of this paper is to
provide a comprehensive review of such direct density-ratio estimation methods.
The problem of density ratio estimation addressed in this paper is forniulated ag follows. $Let_{I}$
$X(\subset \mathbb{R}^{cl})$ bo the data domain, and suppose $\backslash VC^{1}$ are given independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) samples $\{x_{i}^{1)u}\}_{i--}^{\tau_{l\tau \mathfrak{u}}}-1$ from a distribution with density $p_{1\tau u}^{\star}(x)$ and i.i.(1. samples $\{x_{j^{e}}^{ddc}\}_{j---}^{n}:_{1}$
from another distribution with density $p_{c1\epsilon^{\backslash }}^{*}(x)$ .
$\{x_{i}^{nu}\}_{i_{---}1}^{n_{nu}}ii\subset J\sim p_{uu}^{*}(x)$ ancl $\{x_{j}^{d\dot{rightarrow}d}\}_{j^{-}-\cdot 1}^{r\iota_{d_{t^{\backslash }}}}iid\sim p_{de}^{*}(x)$ .
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Figure 1: Matching the moments of $r(x)p_{d\epsilon,}^{*}(x)$ with those of $p_{nu}^{*}(x)$ .
We $\lambda\backslash \neg S_{1}$ tl111$e$ tlrat $p_{drightarrow d}^{*}(x)$ is strictly positive over the ($10$l$nai$11 $\mathcal{X}$ . The goal is to estimate the (lensity
ratio
$r^{*}(x):= \frac{p_{\iota 111}^{*}(x)}{p_{\iota 1e}^{*}(x)}$
from samples $\{x_{i}^{n1J}\}\}_{-1}^{\iota_{1111}}\sim-$ and $\{x_{j}de\}_{j-1}^{\uparrow t}|.\circ$ . ‘nu’ and de’ indicate $\zeta$numerator‘ and ‘denominator’,
respectively.
2 Moment Matching Approach
In this section, we describe the moment matching approach to density ratio estimation.
2.1 Preliminaries
Suppose that a one-dirrl$(^{\backslash }nsiona1r_{C}\iota n(1om$ variable $x$ is drawn from a probability (listributioil with
density $p^{*}(:x\cdot)$ . Then the k-th order moment of $x$ about the origin is (lefi$n^{\lambda}d$ by $\int x^{k}p^{*}(x)dx$ .
Note that two distributions are equivalent if and only if all moments (i.e., for $k=1,2,$ $\ldots$ ) agree
with each other.
$\prime 1^{\urcorner}he$ inonrent matcbing approach to density ratio estimation tries to matcli the moments of
$p_{11t1}^{*}(x)$ and $p_{d\epsilon^{\backslash }}^{*}(x)$ via a transformation’ function $r(x)$ . More $specifi(:ally$, using the true density
$ri1$ tio $r^{*}(x),$ $p_{t1u}^{*}(x)$ can be expressed as
$p_{Y1t1}^{*}(x)=r^{*}(x)p_{de}^{*}(x)$ .
Thus, for a density ratio model $r(x)$ . matching the moments of $p_{111J}^{*}(x)an(1r(x)p_{de}^{*}(x)$ leads
to the true density ratio $r^{*}(x)$ . A schematic illustration of the morrient matching approach is
described in Figure 1.
2.2 Finite-Order Approach
The simplest iniplenieiitation of moment matching would be to match the first-order moment
(i.e., the lnea11):
$al\cdot gmr$
in $\Vert\int xr(x)p_{de}^{*}(x)dx-\int xp_{11U}^{*}(x)dx\Vert^{2}$
where $\Vert\cdot\Vert$ denotes the Euclidean norm. Its non-linear variant $c^{1}an$ be obtained using some
noii-linear function $\phi(x)$ : $\mathbb{R}^{d}arrow \mathbb{R}$ ag
$\arg_{r}\min(\int\phi(x)r(x)p_{c1\epsilon\backslash }^{*}.(x)dx-\int\phi(x)p_{u\iota\iota}^{*}(x)dx)\underline{)}$
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This non-linear method can be easily extended to multipIe components by using a vector-valued
$fU_{1}iction\phi(x)$ : $\mathbb{R}^{d}arrow \mathbb{R}^{m}$ as
$\dot{\iota}rgm$, in MM’ $(r)$ , where MM’ $(r)$
$:= \Vert\int\phi(x)r(x)p_{de}^{*}(x)dx-\int\phi(x)p_{nu}^{*}(x)dx\Vert^{2}$
where ‘MM’ stands for ‘moment matching’. Let us ignore the irrelevant constant in MM’ $(r)$ ,
and define $t1_{1}e$ rest ass MM$(r)$ :
MM$(r)$ $:= \Vert\int\phi(x)r(x)p_{d\epsilon^{\backslash }}^{*}(x)dx\Vert^{2}-2\langle\int|e,$ $\int\phi(x)p_{nu}^{*}(x)dx\rangle$ ,
where $\langle\cdot,$ $\cdot\rangle$ denotes the inner product.
In practice, the expectations over $p_{nu}^{*}(x)$ and $p_{de}^{*}(x)$ in $M_{\wedge}\backslash 4(r)$ are replaced by sample av-
erages. That is, for an $n_{de}$-dimensional vector $r_{d,\backslash }^{*}$. $:\simeq(r^{*}(x_{1}^{d_{C^{\backslash }}}), \ldots, r^{*}(x_{n_{rJc}}^{de}))^{T}$ where
$T$ denotes
the transpose. an estimator $\hat{r}_{c1c}$ of $r_{de}^{*}$ can be obtained by solving the following optimization
$P^{I(\urcorner})$ .
$\hat{r}_{de}:--\arg_{R^{n}}\min_{dr\in!c}$ MM$(r)$ , where $\overline{MM}(r):=\frac{1}{n_{de}^{2}}r^{T}\Phi_{de}^{T}\Phi_{cle}r-\frac{2}{71den_{1111}}r^{T}\Phi_{de}^{T}\Phi_{11U}1_{n_{l1U}}$ . (1)
$1_{r\iota}$ denotes the n-dimensional vector with all ones. $\Phi_{IlU}$ and $\Phi_{de}$ are the $t\cross n_{nu}$ and $t\cross nde$
design matrices defined by $\Phi_{nu}:=(\phi(x_{1}^{11t1}), \ldots, \phi(x_{n_{nu}^{J}}^{d\backslash }))$ and $\Phi_{de}:=(\phi(x_{1}^{de}), \ldots.\phi(x_{n_{dc}}^{de}))$ ,
respectively. $1^{\backslash }aking$ the derivative of the objective function (1) with respect to $r$ and setting it
to zero, we have
$\frac{2}{\gamma\iota_{\tilde{d}e}^{)}}\Phi_{de}^{T}\Phi_{de}r-\frac{2}{nd_{6^{\backslash }}n_{nu}}\Phi_{de}^{T}\Phi_{1111}1_{n_{nu}}=0_{t}$ ,
where $0_{t}$ denotes the t-dirnensional vector with all zeros. Solving this equation with respect to
$r,$ $\backslash ve$ can obtain tbe solution analytically $\zeta\prime xs^{\backslash }$
$\hat{r}_{dt^{\backslash }}=\frac{n_{de}}{n_{nt1}}(\Phi_{de}^{T}\Phi_{de})^{-1^{-}}\Phi_{\iota 1e}^{\lceil}\Phi_{11u}1_{n_{n\backslash 1}}$.
One may add a norlnalization constraint $\frac{1}{n_{d\prime_{\vee^{\backslash }}}}1_{n_{dc}}^{T}r=1$ to the optimization $prot$)$1_{0I}n(1)$ .
Then the optimization problem $bC^{J}((\ln\theta_{t}S^{\backslash }$ a linearly $(:onstr_{\dot{c}\lambda}ined$ quadratic program. Thus, a
numerical solver may be needed to compute the solution. Furthermore, a non-negativity con-
straint $r\geq 0_{r\iota_{dc}}$ and$/or$ an upper bound for a positive constant $B$ $(i.e., r\leq B1_{n_{dc}})$ may also
be incorporated in the optimization problem (1), wherc inequalities for vectors are $a\iota$)$plie(1$ in
the element-wise manner. Even with these niodifieations. the optimization pro}$)lem$ is still a lin-
early constrained quadratic program, so its solution can be liumeric$\cdot$ally computed lay standard
optimization software.
The above rnoment-lnatching method gives an estimate of the density ratio values at the
$deno\min_{\dot{\sigma}}\iota t_{0}or$ sample poirits $\{x_{j}^{de}\}_{j=1}^{n_{d\underline{\backslash }}}$ . If one $w_{r1J1}ts$ to estimate the eritirl ratio function $r^{*}(x)$ ,
the following linear density-ratio model may be used instead (Kanamori et al., $2009b$ ):
$r(x)=\psi(x)^{T}\theta$ , (2)
where $\psi(x)$ : $\mathbb{R}^{d}arrow \mathbb{R}^{b}$ is a basis function vector and $\theta(\in \mathbb{R}^{b})$ is a paralneter vector. $Vl^{\tau}\prime c$) assume
that the basis functions are non-negative: $\psi(x)\geq 0_{b}$ . Then model outputs at $\{x_{j}^{(1t^{\backslash }}\}_{j=1}^{n_{d\prime}}$ are
expressed in terms of the parameter vector $\theta$ as
$(r(x_{1}^{d\prime}), \ldots r(x_{\gamma 1}^{de}do))^{T}=\Psi_{d\epsilon}^{T},\theta$,
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where $\Psi_{de}$ is the $b\cross n_{de}$ design $matri_{J}$ defined by $\Psi_{\sigma 1e}:=$ $(\psi(x_{1}^{de}), \ldots , \psi(x_{\uparrow?_{\Gamma}1c}^{de}))$ . Then, following









$r1_{\dot{c}}^{1}Aingt\}_{1)}$ derivative of the a,bove objective function with respect to $\theta$ and setting it to zero,
we have the solution $\hat{\theta}$ analytically as
$\hat{\theta}=\frac{n_{de}}{n_{nu}}(\Psi_{de}\Phi_{de}^{T}\Phi_{de}\Psi_{de}^{T})^{-1}\Psi_{\mathfrak{c}Je}\Phi_{de}^{T}\Phi_{nu}1_{n_{nu}}$.
One niay include a normalization constraint. a $11O11$-negativity constraint (given that the basis
function is non-negative), and a regularization constraint to the optimization problem (3):
$\frac{1}{n_{de}}1_{71_{d\backslash }}|^{\sim}\Psi_{d_{C^{\backslash }}}^{1^{-}}\theta(.=1.$ $\theta\geq 0_{b}$ , amd $\theta\leq B1_{b}$ .
Then the optimization problem becomes a linearly constrained quadratic program, whose solu-
tion $Ci\lambda i1$ be obtained }$)y$ a standard numerical solver.
The upper-bound parameter B. which works as a regularizer, may be optimized by cross-
validation (CV). That is, the numerator and denominator samples $D^{11U}=\{x_{i}^{nu}\}_{i=1}^{n_{n\backslash 1}}$ and $D^{de}=$
$\{x_{j}^{de}\}_{j=1}^{n_{dc}}$ are first divided into $T$ disjoint subsets $\{D_{t}^{nt1}\}_{t=1}^{T}$ and $\{D_{t}^{d\sigma}\}_{t-\cdot 1}^{T}$ . respectively. Then a
derrsity ratio estimator $\hat{r}_{t}(x)$ is obtained from $D^{nu}\backslash D_{t^{1\mathfrak{U}}}^{r}$ and $D^{dc}\backslash D_{t}^{dc}$ (i.e.. all samples without
$D_{l}^{n}$
” and $D_{t}^{de}$ ), and its rnoment matching errol$\cdot$ is computed for the hold-out samples $D_{t}^{1111}$ and
$D_{t}^{de}$ :
$A\overline{VIM}_{t}(\gamma r:=(\frac{1}{|D_{t}^{de}|}$ $\sum_{d,x^{dc}\in I\supset_{\iota^{C^{\backslash }}}}\phi(x^{d\epsilon\backslash })\hat{r}_{t}(x^{de\prime}))^{2}-\frac{2}{|D_{t}^{de}||D_{t}^{n\iota)}|}(\sum\phi(x^{dg\backslash })\hat{r}_{t}(x^{\sigma 1e})\int(\sum\phi(x^{n\iota\iota}))$,
where $|D|$ denotes the number of elements in the set $D$ . This procedure is repeated for $t=$
$1\ldots.,$ $\prime 1’$ , and tlie average of tlie above hold-out momenf matching error ovcr all $t$ is computed.
$\wedge\overline{\backslash tM}:=\frac{1}{T}\sum_{t=1}^{T}-\overline{ML}t_{t}$.
Then the upper-bound par. 111)$t_{C1}\cdot B$ that minimizes $-\backslash \overline{lM}-$ is chosen. $A\backslash ailability$ of CV would be
one of the advantages of tlie inductive metIlod (i.e. $\}$ learning the entire density-ratio function).
2.3 Infinite-Order Approach
$M_{c}atching$ a finite ruunber of $111O111\in^{1},nts$ docs not necessarily result in the true density ratio function
$r^{*}(x)\dot,$ even if infinitely manv $S_{\Gamma}’1\downarrow 1nples$ are available. In order to guarantee that the true density
ratio function can always be obtained in the large-sample limit, all moments up to the infinite
order need to be matched.
Kernel mean $match_{l}ing$ (KMM) allows one to efficiently match all tlie lllornents (Gretton
et al., 2009). The basio idea of $K\wedge’\backslash IM$ is (,orrlnlon to the above finite-order appro2$\iota(h$ , but a
universal reproducing kemel $K(x, x’)$ (Steinwart, 2001) is used as a non-linear transformation.
The Gaussian kernel
$K(x, x’)= \exp(-\frac{\Vert x-x’\Vert^{\underline{\rangle}}}{2\sigma^{\underline{)}}})$ (4)
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is an example of universal reproducing kernels. It has been shown that the solution of the
following optimization $p_{1}\cdot 0\dagger$)$1e$111 agrees with the true (lcnsity ratio (Gretton et al., 2009):
$nlr\in \mathcal{H}in\Vert\int K(x, \cdot)p_{Y1\mathfrak{U}}^{*}(x)dx-/K(x, \cdot)\uparrow\cdot(x)p_{de}^{*}.(x)dx\Vert_{\mathcal{H}}^{2}$
where $\mathcal{H}$ denotes a universal reproducing kernel Hilbert space and $\Vert\cdot\Vert_{H}$ denotes its norm.
An empirical version of the above problem is reduced to
$r\in \mathbb{R}^{n}n)in_{dc}[(11t1$
where $K_{de,n\iota\iota}$ and $K_{de,de}$ denote the Gram matrices defined by $[K_{de,\iota 111}]_{i,j}=K(x_{i}^{de}, x_{j}^{n\iota\}})$ and
$[K_{de,de}]_{i,i’}=K(x_{i}^{de}, x_{i}^{de})$ , respectively. Iu the same vvay as the finite-order case, the solution
can be obtained analytically as
$\hat{r}_{de}=\frac{n_{de}}{n_{nu}}K_{de_{\backslash }de}^{-1}K_{de,nu}1_{n_{nu}}$ . (5)
If necessary, one may include a $non-Il(-\backslash ,gativity(^{t}onstr^{C}a$irit, a normalization $c\cdot onstr_{(\lambda}ir$l$t$ , and am
upper bound in the same way as the finite-order case. Tben the solntioli can be numerically
obtained by solving a linearly constrained quadratic programming problem.
For tho linear density-rat.io model (2), an inductive variant of KMM is formulated $a_{\wedge}s$
$\min_{\theta\in \mathbb{R}^{b}}[\frac{1}{n_{\overline{d}\epsilon}}\theta^{T}\Psi$ de $K_{cle,de} \Psi_{de}^{T}\theta-\frac{2}{n_{d\epsilon^{\backslash }}n_{r\iota u}}\theta^{T}\Psi$ de $K$de, nu $I_{n_{n\mathfrak{u}}}]$
As shown above, KMM utilizes universal reproducing kernels such as the Gaussian kernel
(4) to efficiently match all the moments. Theoretically, KMM is consistent for any universal
reproducing kernels. However, its practical performance heavily depends on $t$ he choice of kernels
such as the Gaussian width $\sigma$ , and such kernel parameters (annot be simply optimized by $(r(Si’-$
validation even in the induction cases. This is because one is not finding a Gaussian width
value that matches the moments well. Thus, optimizing $\sigma$ over the moment matching criterion
lna.y not be appropriate as a model selection strategy. A popular heuristic is to use tbe me$(lia^{}r|_{\text{ }}$
distance between samples as the Gaussi $\dot{\zeta}m$ width $\sigma(Sch$ ($5lkopf\$ Smola, 2002). Hovvever, there
seems no strong justification for this heuristic.
2.4 Remarks
Density ratio estimation by moment matching can successfully avoid density estimation.
Thc $fini\dagger(_{\mathcal{F}}^{1}or(1er1_{Uom()}nt$ matcliing $111\epsilon^{1},t$hod (Section 2.2) is sirnple and computationally ef-
ficient, if the nurriber of matching moments is kept reasonably small. However, the finite-order
approach is $1$) $ot$ necessarily consistent. On the other hand, the infinite-order moment matching
method (Section 2.3), kemel mean $m$atching (KMMM), can efficiently match all the monxents by
lnaking use of universal reproducing kernels. $I_{11}d\epsilon_{J}^{Y}ed$ , KMM has an excellent tlieoretical property
that it is consistent. However, KMM $h_{t}’$)$s$ a limitation in model $\iota\backslash ele(tion-ther^{1}$ is no known
method for determining the kernel parameter (such as the Gaussian kernel width). A popular
heuristic of setting the Gaussian width to the median distance between samples would be useful
in solne cases, but this is perhaps not always $rea^{\epsilon}ionable$ .
In this section, moment matching was performed in terms of the squared riorm, which led to
an $alialytic$-form solution (if no constraint is imposed). As shown ill Kanamori et al. (2009b),
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moment matching can be generalized to various divergences. Such a generalized KMM method
$dctllally$ has a close connection witli the ratio $matchir\prime g$ approach explained in $s$ ) . How-
ever. tlie ratio matching approach is inore prefera}$)$ le thari the generalized KMM approach be-
cause of the following reasons:. The ratio matching approach is equipped with a natural CV procedure for model selection
(Sugiyama et al., 2008; Kanamori et al., $2009a$). Thus no heuristic is required for choosing
tlie Gaussian width.. The ratio matching approach is proved to be numerically more stable than the KMM
approacli in terms of condition $\gamma,\uparrow r\prime r\iota$bcrs (Kanamori et al., $2009b$).
3 Probabilistic Classification Approach
In this section, we describe a framework of density ratio estimation through probabilistic classi-
fication.
3.1 Preliminaries
The basic idea of the probabilistic classification approach is to learli a probabilistic classifier
which separates samples $\{x_{\dot{1}}^{r\iota u}\}_{i-}^{r1_{I.1.1}}|$ drawn from $p_{nu}^{*}(x)$ and samples $\{x_{j}^{d\prime}$ $\}_{j-1}^{n_{d.c}}$ drawn from $p_{de}^{*}(x)$
(Qin, 1998; Cheng & Chu. 2004; Bickel et al., 2007).
Let us assign a label $y=+1$ to $\{x_{i}^{n\backslash \iota}\}_{i=1}^{n_{n\iota\iota}}$ alld $y=-1$ Lo $\{x_{j}^{de}\}_{j=1}^{?l_{\langle}}|c$ . respectively. Then the
two ($f$ensitics are written $\dot{c}3sp_{n\iota x}^{*}(x)=p^{*}(x|y=+1)an(1p_{de}^{*}(x)=p^{*}(x|y=-1)$, respectively.
Note that $y$ is $reg_{c}\backslash rd\epsilon^{1}d$ as a $r_{t}k11dom$ variable here. An application of Bayes’ theorem,
$p^{*}(x|y)-. \frac{p^{*}(y|x)p^{*}(x)}{p^{*}(y)}$ ,





The ratio $p^{*}(y=-1)/p^{*}(y-\cdot+1)$ may be simply approximated by the ratio of the number of
samples:
$\frac{p^{*}(y--1)}{p^{*}(?\text{ }=+1)}\approx\frac{n_{e}/(\uparrow l_{\in}+n_{u\iota\iota})}{n_{nu}/(n_{d\epsilon},+n_{nu})}=\frac{nde}{n_{11u}}$.
The ‘class‘ posterior probability $p^{*}(y|x)$ may be $\dot{\subset})_{L}pproxim_{c}\iota ted$ by separating $\{x_{i}^{nu}\}_{i-)}^{n_{n.u}}$ and
$\{x_{j}^{dc}\}_{j=1}^{n_{do}}$ using a probabilistic classifier. Thus, given an estimator of the class posterior proba-
bility, $\hat{p}(y|x)$ , a density ratio estimator $\hat{r}(x)$ can be constructed as
$\hat{r}(x)=\frac{7l_{C}lp}{n_{11\iota\iota}}\frac{\hat{p}(y=+1|x)}{\hat{p}(y=-1|x)}$ . (6)
A $praA^{\cdot}fi_{C_{\dot{(}}\lambda}1$ advantage of the probabilistic classification approach would be its easy $imp1_{F-}$
mentability. Indeed, one can directly use standard classification algorithms for density ratio
estimation. Below. an example of probabilistic classifiers, logistic regression. is described.
For ntaking the explanation simple, we corisider a set of paired salnples. $\{(x_{k}. \iota/\kappa\cdot)\}_{k\cdot-\cdot 1}^{n}$ , wfiere
$(x_{1}, \ldots , x_{n})$ $:=(x_{1}^{nu}\ldots. , x_{n_{\mathfrak{n}\iota\iota}}^{nu}.x_{1}^{d\epsilon^{}}\ldots. , x_{r\iota_{dc}}^{drightarrow}.)$ rmd $(y_{1}, \ldots.y_{\uparrow\iota})$ $:=(+1\ldots. , +1$ . $-1, \ldots , -1)$ for
$n-\cdot n_{r\iota u}+n_{dc,}$ .
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3.2 Logistic Regression Classifier
Here a popular classification algorithm $caIJed$ logistic regression (LR) (Hastie et al., 2001) is
explained.
The LR classifier ernploys a paramptric lnodel of the following form for expressing thc class-
posterior pro}$)\lambda[)ilityp^{*}(y|x)$ ,
$p(y|x:_{J}\theta)-\cdot-\sim(1+\exp(-y\psi(x)^{T}\theta))^{-1}$
where $\psi(x)$ : $\mathbb{R}^{d}arrow \mathbb{R}^{b}$ is a basis function vector and $\theta(\in \mathbb{R}^{b})$ is a parameter vector. The param-
eter vector $\theta$ is learned so that the penalized log-likelihood is maximized, which is equivalently
expressed ag follows:
$\hat{\theta}$
$:= \arg\min_{\theta\in \mathbb{R}^{7}}[\sum_{k\cdot=1}^{n}\log(1+e\}_{\llcorner}^{\prime p}(-y_{k}\psi(x_{k})^{T}\theta))+\lambda\theta^{T}\theta]$ , (7)
where $\lambda\theta^{T}\theta$ is a penalty term inclu$(led$ for regularization purposes.
Since the objective function in Eq.(7) is convex, the global optimal solution crm be obtained
by a standard non-linear optimization technique such $aq_{-}$ the gradient descent method or (quasi-)
Newton methods (Hastie et al., 2001: MMinka, 2007). An LR model classifies a new input sample
$x$ by clioosing the most probable class:
$\hat{y}=\arg\max_{=y\pm 1}p(y|x;\hat{\theta})$ . (8)
Finally, a density ratio estimator $\hat{r}_{LR}(x)$ is given by
$\hat{r}_{LR}(x)=\frac{n_{dc^{s}}}{n_{nu}}\frac{1+ex’p(\psi(x)^{T}\hat{\theta})}{1+e_{d}xp(-\psi(x)^{T}\hat{\theta})}=\frac{n_{d_{C^{\backslash }}}}{n_{nu}}\frac{ex_{d}p(\psi(x)^{T}\hat{\theta})\{ex_{d}p(-\psi(x)^{T}\hat{\theta})+1\}}{1+\exp(-\psi(x)^{T}\hat{\theta})}$
$= \frac{n_{d\epsilon^{\backslash }}}{n_{nt1}}\exp(\psi(x)^{T}\hat{\theta})$ .
When multi-clags LR classifiers are used, dellsity ratios among multiple densities can be
estimated sirrlultaueously. This is useful. e.g., for solving $r$)$?ulti$-task leaming problelns (Bickel
et al., 2008).
When the LR model is correctly specified. i.e., there exists $\theta^{*}$ such that $p(y|x;\theta^{*})=p^{*}(y|x)$ ,
the LR approach is optimal among a class of semi-parametric estimators in the sense that the
as$\}^{r}1nptotic$ variance is $1ni_{Il}imi\angle’(^{1}c1$ (Qin, 1998). However, $wI_{1t^{\backslash }I1}tI_{1}e$ rnodel is $1ni_{SSpc}\backslash cified$ (whicfi
would be the $(_{\zeta}’\lambda_{\iota)}^{\tau}t^{1}$ in practice), the ratio-matching approach explained in Section 4 is more
preferable (Kanamori et al., 2010).
3.3 Model Selection by Cross-Validation
An important advantage of the probabilistic classification approach is that model selection (i.e.,
tuning the $ba\backslash ^{\neg}is$ functions and the $rt^{\backslash },g_{11}1_{c9}xizatio$11 parameter) is possible $t_{)}yst_{\zeta}m(1arc1$ CV, since
the learning problem involved in this framework is a stamdard supervised classification problem.
hlore specifically, the numerator and de$nomi_{1}iator$ samples $D^{nu}=\{x_{i}^{nu}\}_{\dot{r}=1}^{?\iota_{\mathfrak{n}11}}$ and $D^{de}=$
$\{x_{j}^{d\prime}\}_{j=1}^{t_{dc}}$ are divided into $T$ disjoint subsets $\{D_{t}^{nu}\}_{t=1}^{J}$ and $\{D_{t}^{de}\}_{t=\downarrow}^{?}$ . respectively. Then a
probabilistic $c\mathfrak{l}assifier\hat{p}_{l}(y|x)$ is obtained using $O^{11t1}\backslash D_{i}^{Ilu}$ and $D^{dc}\backslash D_{t}^{de}$ (i.e.. all samples without
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$D_{t}^{nu}$ and $D_{t}^{d\in^{\backslash }}$ ), and its misclassif\’ication error (ME) for the hold-out samples $D_{t}^{nt1}$ and $D_{t}^{de}$ is
$c(1np_{11}tec1$ :
$- \overline{\backslash /\iota h^{1}}_{t}:=\frac{1}{|D_{t}^{1111}|}\sum_{x^{nu}\in D_{t}^{n\iota\iota}}(\arg\max_{=y\pm 1}\hat{Y^{j}}t=+1)+\frac{1}{|D_{t}^{de}|}\sum_{x^{dc}\in D_{t}^{dc}}I(argm\mathfrak{N}x\hat{p}_{t}(y|x^{de})y=\pm l=-1)$
,
wbere $I(\cdot)$ is tbe indicator function: $I(c)-\cdot--1$ if $c$ is true and $I(c)=0$ otherwise. This procedure
is repeated for $t=1,$ $\ldots$ , T. and the average $1ni1_{C}\backslash sification$ error over all $t$ is computed.
$- \overline{\backslash i[E}:=\frac{1}{T}\sum_{t=1}^{J}\overline{ME}_{f}"$.
Then the model that minimizes ME is chosen.
3.4 Remarks
Density ratio estimation }$)y$ probabilistic cl.assification can successfully avoid density estimation
by casting the problem of density ratio estimation $\dot{r}k$ the problem $ofle_{\dot{c}}^{1}$) $rning$ the $cla$ss’ posterior
probability. An advantage of the probabilistic classification approach over the moment matching
approach explained in Section 2 is that CV can be used for model selection. Furthermore, existing
software packages of classification algorithms can be directly used for density ratio estimation.
As shown in Qin (1998), thp probabilistic classification approach with LR has a suitable
property: if the LR $mo$del is correctly specified, the probabilistic classification approach is optimal
among a broad class of semi-parametric estiznators. Hoxvever. thls strong theoretical property
is not true when the correct moclel assurnption is not fulfilled. In such cases, $t$he ratio-matching
approach explained in Section 4 is more preferable ( $K_{c\lambda Y1\dot{r}1J}nori$ et al., 2010).
4 Ratio Matching Approach
$I_{l1}$ this section, we describe the ratio matching approach to density ratio estimation.
4.1 Preliminaries
A $b_{r}\Re ic$ idea of ratio matching is to directly match a density ratio model $r(x)$ to the true
density ratio $r^{*}(x)$ under soine divergence (Figure 2). At a glance, the ratio matching problem
is equivalent to the regression problem. However, ratio matching is essentially different holn
regression since samples of the true ratio are not $a\backslash I\lambda i1_{C}’\iota ble$. Here, we employ the Brcgman $(BR)$
dive$7gence$ for measuring the discrepancy between the true density ratio and the density ratio
model (Bregmati, 1967).
Tlie BR divergence is an extension of the Euclidean distance to a class of distances that all
share similar properties. Let $f$ be a differentiable $\zeta\tau nd$ strictly convex function. Then tbe BR
divergence associated with $f$ from $t^{*}$ to $t$ is defined as
$BR_{f}’(t^{*}\Vert t)$ $:=f(t^{*})-f(t)-\nabla f(t)(t^{*}-t)$ .
Note that $f(t)+\nabla f(t)(t^{*}-t)$ is the value of the first-order Taylor expansion of $f$ around point
$t$ evaluated at point $t^{\vee}$ . Thus, the BR divergence evaluates the difference between the value of
$f$
. at point $t_{C}^{*}\prime mc1$ its linear extrapolation from $t$ (Figure 3).
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Figure 2: The idea of ratio matching. Figure 3: Bregman divergence $BR_{f}’(t^{*}\Vert t)$ .
Here $t$ he discrepancy from tlie true density ratio $r^{*}$ to a density ratio model $r$ is measured
using the BR divergence as
$BR_{f}’(r^{*}\Vert r)$ $:= \int p_{de}^{*}(x)(f(r^{*}(x))-f(r(x))-\nabla f(r(x))(r^{*}(x)-r(x)))dx$ . (9)
A motivation for this choice is that the BR divergence illows orle to directly obtain am empirical
approximation for any $f$ . Indeed,
BR$f’(r^{*} \Vert 1’)=C-\int p_{de}^{*}(x)f(r(x))dx-\int p_{de}^{*}(x)\nabla f(r(x))r^{*}(x)dx\cdot\cdot\{\cdots\int p_{d_{t}}^{*},,(x)\nabla f(r(x))r(x)dx$
$=C+BR_{f}(r)$ ,
$w1_{1er(}sc$ $:= \int p_{d_{t}\backslash }^{*}(x)f(r^{*}(x))dx$ is a constant independent of $r$ , rmd
$BR_{f}(r)$ $:= \int p_{de}^{*}(x)\nabla f(r(x))r(x)dx-\int p_{de}^{*}(x)f(’(x))dx-\int p_{n\iota x}^{*}(x)\nabla f(r(x))dx$. (10)
Thus. an empirical approximation $\overline{BR}_{f}(r)$ of $BR_{f}(r)$ is given by
$- \hat{BR}_{f}(r):=\frac{1}{n_{de}}\sum_{=j.1}^{?\iota_{dc}}\nabla f(\cdot(x_{j}^{de}))r(x_{j}^{cJe})-\frac{1}{n_{de}}\sum^{n_{d.c}}f(r(x_{j}^{de}))-\frac{1}{r\iota_{11u}}\sum_{-\cdot-}^{n_{n\iota\iota}}\nabla f(r(x_{i}^{n\iota)}))j-1i-\downarrow$ . (11)
Below, ratio matching methods under the Kullback-Leibler divergence (Sugiyama et al..
2008) and the squared distance (Kanamori et al., $2009a$) are explained.
4.2 Unnormalized Kullback-Leibler Divergence
In tllis section, a ratio matching method under the $unno\uparrow\gamma ri,/il$ Kullback-Leibler $(UKL)di\iota)er\cdot-$
gence is explained.
4.2.1 Criterion
When $f(t)=t\log t-t$ , the BR divergence is reduced to the UKL divergence:
UKL’ $(t^{*}\Vert t)$ $:=t^{*} \log\frac{t^{*}}{t}-t^{*}+t$ .
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Following Eqs.(10) and (11), let us denote UKL without an irrelevaant constant term by UKL $(r)$
and $it_{b}$ empirical approximation by $\hat{UK}L-(r)$ :
UKL $(r)$ $:= \int 1_{de}^{*}(x)r(x)$ci $x-.[p_{nu}^{*}(x)\log r(x)dx$ ,
$\acute{\hat{U}}KL-(r);=\frac{1}{n_{de}}\sum_{j-1}^{n_{1.c}}r(x_{j}^{(1e})-\frac{1}{n_{111\downarrow}}\sum_{i-1}^{n_{n(1}}\log r(x_{i}^{nu})$ .
Tlie density ratio mo$(1e1r\cdot$ is learned so that UKL $(r)$ is ininimized. Here, we $fi$ 1$rtl$ler iuiposc
that the ratio model $r(x)$ is $non-rleg_{c}\iota ti\backslash ^{\gamma}e$ for $ctJ1x$ in $\mathcal{X}$ and is $11(rr$l $1\dot{\zeta}\}\lambda ized_{c}|t\{x_{j}^{de}\}_{j=1}^{?\iota_{dc}}$ :
$\frac{1}{n_{de}}\sum_{j=1}’r(x_{j}^{de})=n_{Jc}1$ .
Tlien the optimization criterion is reduced to $(\prime \mathfrak{B}$ follows.
$m\backslash xr^{c}\frac{1}{n_{111t}}\sum_{i=1}^{\gamma 1_{1\iota u}}\log r(x_{i}^{r\iota u})$ s.t. $\frac{1}{n_{de}}\sum_{j=1}^{n_{dc}}r(x_{j}^{d!^{3}})=1$ and $r(x)\geq 0$ for all $x\in \mathcal{X}$ .
This is called the $KL$ importance estimation $p\gamma\cdot occd\uparrow(r\cdot e$ (KLIEP). Note that tlie same objective
function can be obtained from $a’r1$ empirical $\zeta\prime xpproxim_{\dot{c}}\iota t_{J}ioI$1 of fhe KL divergence from $p_{nu}^{*}(x)$ to
$r(x)p_{de}^{*}(x)$ (Sugiyama et al., 2008).
Below, we describe how the KLIEP forniulation can be implemented for linear and kernel
models. Note tliat the KLIEP idea $caJ$l be applied to various models such as log-linear models
(Tsuboi et al., 2009). Gaussian $\gamma ni’\downarrow\cdot tu\gamma\cdot crri,odcls(Y_{c}amada \ S_{tt_{6}^{f.J}}.\cdot iy_{c}ama, 2009)$ . and $7\gamma’,i:rt?\iota res$ of
$p^{l}/obabilistic$ principal $com$ponent analyners (Yamada et al.. 2010).
4.2.2 Linear and Kernel Models
For the linear density-ratio rnodel (2), the KLIEP optimization problem is expressed $(t^{\sigma}i$ follows
(Sugiyama et al., 2008):
$\theta \mathbb{R}^{b}\max_{\in}\frac{1}{n_{nu}}\sum_{i-\cdot 1}^{\uparrow t_{nu}}1_{C)}g(\psi(x_{\gamma}^{nu})^{T}\theta)$ s.t. $\overline{\psi}_{de}^{T},\theta=1$ and $\theta\geq 0_{b}$ .
where $\overline{\psi}_{d\epsilon^{Y}}$ $:= \frac{1}{n_{dc}}\sum_{j=1}^{n_{1c}}\psi(x_{j}^{de})$ , and the inequality for vectors is applied in the element-wise
lnanner. Since the above optimization problcrn is (,$0’,vc^{J},x$ (i.e., $t$ he objective function to be
maximized is concave and the feasible set is convex), there exists the unique global optimum
solution. A pseudo code of KLIEP for linear models is described in Figure 4. As can be
confirmpd from the pseudo code. the denominator satllples $\{x_{j}^{(Je}\}_{j=\dot{1}}^{n_{dc}}$ appear only in terms of
the basis-traaisformed mean $\overline{\psi}_{d_{k^{\backslash }}}.\cdot$ Thus, KLIEP is computationally very efficient even when the
$n1$ iniber $n_{de}$ of $denonli_{1}iator$ samples is very large.
4.2.3 Basis Function Design
The perforlnance of KLIEP depends on the choice of the basis functions $\psi(x)$ . As explained
below, the $tlS(\}$ of tbe following Gaussian kernel model woul$(1$ be reasonable:
$r(x)- \cdot\sum_{r-.\downarrow}^{n_{nu}}\theta_{\ell}K(x, x_{l}^{11u})$ . (12)
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Input: Data $S’\Lambda\ln(_{\text{ }}\{x_{i}^{t1u}\}_{i=1}^{n_{1u}}$ and $D^{de}=\{x_{j}^{de}\}_{j=1}^{n_{dc^{\backslash }}}$ ,
$a11(\{\})a_{\hslash}\backslash ^{\neg}$ is functioris $\psi(x)$
Output: Density ratio $1\prime stim_{\dot{c}}\iota tor\hat{r}(x)$
$\Psi_{nu}arrow(\psi(x_{1}^{1111}), \ldots, \psi(x_{n_{1111}}^{nu}))^{T}$ ;
$\overline{\psi}_{de}arrow\frac{1}{\prime\iota_{dc}}\sum_{j=1}^{n_{dc}}\psi(x_{j}^{de})$ ;
Initialize $\theta(>0_{b})$ and $\epsilon(0<\epsilon\ll 1)$ ;
Repeat until convergence
$\thetaarrow\theta+c\Psi_{1\rceil u}^{T}(1_{n_{nu}}./\Psi_{nu}\theta)$ ; % Gradient a.scent
$\thetaarrow\theta+(1-\overline{\psi}_{de}^{\uparrow}\theta)\overline{\psi}_{de}/(\overline{\psi}_{de}^{T}\overline{\psi}_{de})$ ; % Constraint satisfa(tion
$\theta+-\max(0_{b}, \theta)$ ; % ConstraiIit satistaction
$\thetaarrow\theta/(\overline{\psi}_{de}^{T}\theta)_{\backslash }$. % Constrail $1t$ satisfaction
end
$\hat{r}(x)arrow\psi(x)^{T}\theta$ ;
Figure 4: Pseudo codc of $KLrb^{\gamma}P$. ‘./’ indicates the elemel$1t$-wise division and $T$ denotes the





Output: Density ratio estimator $\hat{r}(x)$
Split $D^{11t1}$ into $T$ disjoint subsets $\{D_{t}^{1111}\}_{t=1}^{f^{r}};$
’
for each model candidate $m=1,$ $\ldots$ , $M$
for eacsh split $t=1,$ $\ldots$ , $T$
$\hat{r}_{t}(x)+-$ KLIEP $(D^{11U}\backslash D_{t}^{nu}, D^{(1e}, \psi(x))$ ;
$Uf\backslash L_{t}(m)arrow\frac{1}{|lJ_{l}^{nu}|}\sum_{x\in D_{t}^{I1i1}}\log\hat{r}_{t}(x)$;
end
\={u}ik $L(rr1)arrow\frac{1}{?},$ $\sum^{\int_{t-1}}\ldots..\acute{U}\tilde{K}\acute{L}_{f}(\gamma r\iota)$ ;
end
$\hat{m}arrow$ $mUK\acute{L}(m)$ :
$\hat{r}(x)arrow-$ KLIEP $(D^{n\iota\iota}, D^{(1e_{\dot{l}}}\psi_{r\hat{|}\iota}(x))$ ;
Figure 5: Pseudo code of CV for KLIEP.
where $K(x, x’)$ is the Gaussian kernel (4). The reason why $tI_{1()}$ numerator samples $\{x_{i^{1u}}^{r}\}_{i=1}^{n_{I\iota u}}$ .
not the denominator samples $\{x_{\uparrow}^{de}\}_{j=1}^{n_{dc}}$ , are chosen as the Gaussian centers is as follows. By
definition. the density ratio $r^{*}(x)$ tends to take large values if $p_{de}^{*}(x)$ is small and $p_{n\iota\iota}^{*}(x)$ is
large. Conversely, $*(x)$ tends to be small (i.e., closc to zero) if $1_{de}^{*}(x)$ is large and $p_{nu}^{*}(x)$ is
small. $\backslash \backslash ^{v}he$ 1 $\iota$ a non-negative function is approximated by a Gaussitm kernel model, many kernels
may be lieeded in the region where the output of the target function is large. On the other $h_{\dot{\epsilon}}md$ .
only a small number of kernels would be enough in the region where the output of the target
function is close to zero (see Figure 6). Following this heuristic, many kernels are allocated
in the region where $p_{nu}^{*}(x)$ takes large values, which can be achieved by setting the Gaussian
centers at $\{x_{i}^{nu}\}_{i=\perp}^{n_{nu}}$ .
Alternatively, we may locate $(n_{111t}+n_{de})$ Gaussian kernels at both $\{x_{i}^{nu}\}_{\dot{r}-,-\cdot 1}^{n_{f1u}}$ and $\{x_{jj--1}^{ddc}e\}_{-}^{n}$ .
However, tliis seems not to furtlter improvc the performance. but slightly increases the eolnputa-
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Figure 6: Heuristic of Gaussian kernel allocation.
tional cost. When $n_{nu}$ is very large, just using all the numerator samples $\{x_{i}^{\iota)u}\}_{i=1^{\dot{e}k}}^{n_{nu}}$ Gaussian
centers is already computational]y rather demanding. To ease this problem, a subset of $\{x_{i}^{nt1}\}_{i=1}^{n_{nu}}$
may be chosen in practice as Gaussian $ce\iota lters$ for computational efficiency, i.e.,
$r(x)= \sum_{\ell_{-}^{-.1}}^{b}\theta_{\ell}K(x, c_{\ell})$ ,
where $c_{C}$ is a template point randomly chosen from $\{x_{i}^{uu}\}_{i=1}^{n_{nu}}$ and $b(\in\{1, \ldots, n_{11\mathfrak{U}}\})$ is a prefixed
number.
4.2.4 Model Selection
Model selection of KLIEP is possible based on a variant of CV. More $spe(.ific\cdot\iota 1ly$, the numerator
samples $D^{nu}=\{x_{i}^{1tt1}\}_{i=1}^{n_{nu}}$ are divided into $T$ disjoint subsets $\{D_{t}^{\iota uu}\}_{t=1}^{T}$ . Then a KLIEP solution
$\hat{r}_{t}(x)$ is obtained using $D^{1\rceil u}\backslash D_{t}^{nu}$ (i.e., all numerator samples without $D_{t}^{nu}$ ) and $D^{de}$ , and its
UKL valuc for thc hold-out samples $D_{t}^{nu}$ is colnputed:
$\tilde{\acute{U}}\check{KL}_{t}:-\frac{1}{|D_{l}^{11t1}|}\sum_{x^{ru}\in D_{t}^{nu}}\log\hat{r}_{f}(x^{nu})$ .
This procedure is repeated for $t=1,$ $\ldots$ , $T$ , and the average of the above hold-out UKL values
over all $t$ is computed.
$\hat{UK}\acute{L}:=\frac{1}{T}\sum_{t=1}^{T}\hat{U}^{-}\tilde{K}L_{t}^{-}$ .
Then the model that maximizes $\tilde{U}^{-}\check{KL}$ i,g chosen.
A pseudo $(,\cdot ocle$ of CV for KLIEP is summarized in Figure 5. A $MA’ 1^{1}LAB\copyright$ implementation
of the entire KLIEP algorithm is available from
http: $//sugiyama$-www. cs. titech. ac. $jp/^{\sim}sugi/software/KLIEP/$
4.3 Squared Distance
Here. ratio matching rnethods under the squarcd $(SQ)$ distance $c\prime tre^{1}$ described.
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4.3.1 Criterion
When $f(t)= \frac{1}{\sim)}(t-1)^{\underline{\prime}}$ , the BR divergence is reduced to the SQ distance:
$SQ’(t^{*}\Vert t):=\frac{1}{2}(t^{*}-t)^{2}$ .
$FolIowing$ Eqs.(10) and (11), let us denote SQ without an irrelevant constant term by SQ $(r)$
and its empirical approximation by $\hat{SQ}(\uparrow\cdot)$ :
SQ $(r)$ :- $\frac{1}{2}\int p_{d\epsilon^{\backslash }}^{*}(x)r(x)^{2}dx-\int p_{11U}^{*}(x)r(x)dx$ ,
$\hat{SQ}(r):=\frac{1}{2n_{de}}\sum_{j=1}^{n_{dc}}r(x_{?}^{d\rho})^{2}-\frac{1}{n_{nt1}}\sum_{i=1}^{n_{nu}}r(x_{i}^{nu})$.
Here, we focus on using the linear density-ratio model (2). Since this is the same model as
KLIEP for linear models, the basis design heuristic introduced in Section 4.2.3 may also be used






We impose non-negativity constraint $\theta\geq 0_{b}$ when minimizing $\hat{SQ}$ . Then the optimization
problem is expressed as follows.
$\max-\cdot\cdot-\theta^{T}\hat{H}\theta-\hat{h}^{T}\theta+\lambda 1_{b}^{T}\theta 1$ $s.t$ . $\theta\geq 0_{b}$ , (13)
$\theta\in \mathbb{R}^{b}$ 2
where $\lambda(\geq 0)$ is the regularization parameter, and the constraint is imposed in order to guar-
antee the non-negativity of the density ratio estimator (given that the basis functions are non-
negative). Together with the non-negativity constraint, the term $1_{ly}^{T}\theta$ works as the $\ell_{1}$ -regularizer:
$1_{b}^{T} \theta=\Vert\theta\Vert_{1}:=\sum_{\ell=1}^{b}|\theta_{l}|$ .
This formulation is called least-squares importance fitting (LSIF) (Kanamori et al., $2009a$ ). Tho
LSIF optimization problem is a convex quadratic program. Therefore, the unique global optimal
solution can be computed by a standard optimization package.
We can also use the $\ell_{2}-r(^{\supset}g_{11}1a$lizer $\theta^{T}\theta$ , instead of $t$ he $p_{1}$ -regularizer $1_{b}^{T}\theta$ , without changing
the $(,ornp$1 $1tutio\iota 1’a1$ property. However. using the $\ell_{1}$ -regularizer would be more advamtageous
since the solution tends to be sparse (Williams, 1995; Tibshirani, 1996; Chen et al., 1998).
Furthermore, as explained in Section 4.3.3, the use of the $\ell_{1}$-regularizer allows one to compute
the entire $r(^{J},gulari_{\sim}’$ation path effici$(^{\backslash }11tly$ .
Model selection of LSIF (i.e., the choice of the basis $f_{t1}nctions$ and $th_{F}$ regularization pa-
rameter) is possible by CV based on the SQ distance. More specifically, the numerator $’\prime md$
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Figure 7: Regularization path tracking of LSIi. The solution $\hat{\theta}(\lambda)$ is shown to be piecewise-
lil) $e_{c}^{t}|r$ in the parameter space as a function of $\lambda$ . Starting from $\lambda^{-}--\cdot\cdot\infty$ . the trajectory of the
solution is traced as $\lambda$ is decreased to zero. $\backslash Vlien\lambda>\lambda_{0}$ for some $\lambda_{0}\geq 0$ , the solution stays
at tlie origin $0_{b}$ . When $\lambda$ gets smallcr thaxi $\lambda_{0}$ , the solution departs from the origin. As $\lambda$ is
further d $\cdot$ ). for soine $\lambda_{1}Stl(h$ that $0\leq\lambda_{1}\leq\lambda_{0}$ , the solution goes straight to $\hat{\theta}(\lambda_{1})$ with
a constant ‘speed’. Then the solution path changes the direction and, for some $\lambda_{2}$ such that
$0\leq\lambda)\sim<$.
$\lambda_{1}$ , the solution is headed straight for $\hat{\theta}(\lambda_{2})$ with a constant speed as $\lambda$ is further
$(lec\iota\cdot eased$ . This process is repeated until $\lambda$ reaches zero.
denominator salnples $D^{11\mathfrak{U}}=\{x_{i}^{11\mathfrak{U}}\}_{i-1}^{r\downarrow..r.1t1}$ and $D^{de}=\{x_{7}^{de}\}_{j-1}^{n_{d.c}}ar(^{\backslash divi(1ed}$ into $\prime l$ disjoint subsets
$\{D_{t}^{11t1}\}_{t-.1}^{T}$ and $\{D_{t}^{de}\}_{t=\downarrow}^{T}$ , respectively. Then a density ratio estimator $\hat{r}_{t}(x)$ is obtained using
$D^{1t11}\backslash D_{t}^{nu}$ and $D^{de}\backslash D_{t}^{de}$ (i.e., all samples witlrout $D_{t}^{nu}$ arid $D_{t}^{de}$ ), and its SQ value for the hold-out
samples $D_{i}^{nu_{\dot{\epsilon}}}mdD_{f}^{de}$ is computed:
$\overline{SQ}_{t}:=\frac{1}{\underline{)}|D_{f}^{t1\mathfrak{U}}|}\sum_{x^{nt1\in D_{f}^{n\prime J}}}r(x^{ttu})^{2}-\frac{1}{|D_{l}^{de}|}\sum_{x^{d(}\in D_{t}^{dc}}r(x^{de})$
.
This procedure is repeated for $t=1,$ $\ldots$ , 7‘, and the average of the above hold-out SQ values is
computed.
$\overline{SQ}:=\frac{1}{T}\sum_{t=J}^{T}\overline{SQ}_{t}$ .
Then the model that minimizes SQ is chosen.
For LSIF, an information $cr?terion$ (Akaike, 1974) is also available for model selection
(Kanamori et al., $2009a$).
4.3.3 Entire Regularization Path
The LSIF solution $\hat{\theta}$ is shown to be piecewise-linear with respect to the regularization parameter
$\lambda$ (see Figure 7). Thus, the $\mathfrak{s}\cdot egula\uparrow nzation$ path (i.e., solutions for all $\lambda$ ) can be computed
efficiently based on the parametric optimization technique (Best, 1 $()82_{\backslash }Efl\cdot on$ et al., 2004; Hastie
et al., 2004).
A basic idea of regularization path tracking is to check the violation of the Karush-Kuhn-
Tucker $(KKT)con$ litions (Boyd & Vandenberghe, $2004$)–which are necessary alld sufficient
for optimality of convex $pro$gralns–when the regularization paranieter $\lambda$ is changed. A pseudo
code of the $r\epsilon\supset$gularization path traeking algorithm for LSIF is described in Figure 8. Thanks to
the regularization path algorithm, LSIF is computationally efficient in model selection scenarios,
where solutions for various $\lambda$ are computed.
The pseudo co(le $i_{1}npliest1_{1}$at we no longer need a quadratic $pi\cdot ogran$ lming solver for obtaining
the solution of LSIF–just computing niatrix inverses is sufficient. FurtherInore, the regulariza-
tion $pa\dagger h$ algorithm is computationa]ly more efficient when the solution is sparse, that is. most
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Input: $\hat{H}$ and $\hat{h}$
Output: eiitire regularization path $\hat{\theta}(\lambda)$ for $\lambda\geq 0$
$\tauarrow 0_{\backslash }$ $karrow$ argnlax $i\{\hat{h}_{i}|i=1, \ldots, b\}$ ; $\lambda_{\tau}arrow\hat{h}_{k;}$
$\hat{A}arrow\{1, \ldots, b\}\backslash \{k\}_{\backslash }$ $\hat{\theta}(\lambda_{\tau})arrow 0_{b}$ ;
While $\lambda_{\tau}>0$
$\hat{E}arrow O_{|\hat{A}|\cross b}$ ;
For $i=1,$ $\ldots.|\hat{\mathcal{A}}|$
$\hat{E}_{i.\hat{j}},$ $arrow 1$ ; % $\hat{A}=\{\hat{j}_{1}, \ldots,\hat{j}_{|\hat{A}|}|\hat{j}_{1}<\cdots<\hat{j}_{|\grave{A}|}\}$
end
$\hat{G}arrow(\begin{array}{ll}\hat{H} -\hat{E}^{T}-\hat{E} O_{|\hat{A}|\cross|\hat{A}|}\end{array})\backslash$ $uarrow\hat{c}^{-1}(\begin{array}{l}\hat{h}0_{|\hat{A}|}\end{array})\backslash$ $varrow\hat{G}^{-J}(\begin{array}{l}1_{b}0_{|\hat{A}|}\end{array})\backslash$
If $v\leq 0_{b+|\overline{A}|}$ $\sigma/0$ tbe final interval
$\lambda_{\tau+1}arrow 0$ : $\hat{\theta}(\lambda_{\tau+1})arrow(u_{1}, \ldots, u_{b})^{\uparrow}$ ;
else % an intermediate interval
$karrow$ $i\{u_{i}/v_{i}|v_{i}>0, i=1\ldots., b+|\hat{A}|\}$ ; $\lambda_{\tau+1}arrow$ marx$\{0. n_{k}/v_{k}\}$ ;
$\hat{\theta}(\lambda_{\tau+1})arrow(u_{1}\ldots., u_{b})^{T}-\lambda_{\tau+1}(v_{1}, \ldots, v_{b})^{T}$ :
If $1\leq k\leq b$
$\hat{A}arrow\hat{A}\cup\{k\}$ ;
else





$\hat{\theta}(\lambda)arrow\{\begin{array}{ll}0_{b} if \lambda\geq\lambda_{0}\frac{\lambda_{r+1}-\lambda}{\lambda_{\tau+J}-\lambda_{r}}\hat{\theta}(\lambda_{\tau})+\frac{\lambda-\lambda}{\lambda_{r+1}-\lambda}-\hat{\theta}(\lambda_{\tau+1})\tau if \lambda_{\tau+1}\leq\lambda\leq\lambda_{\tau}\end{array}$
Figure 8: Pseudo code for colnputing the entire regularization path of LSIF. When the computa-
tion of $\hat{G}^{-1}$ is numerically unstable. we may add small positive diagonals to $\hat{H}$ for stabilization
purposes.
of the elements are zero since the number of change points tends to be small for such sparse
solutions. However, the regularization path tracl$<iug$ algoritlixn was found to be numerically
rather unstable (Kanamori et al., $2009a$).
An $R$ implementation of LSIF is $a\backslash railablefi\cdot om$
http: $//www$ . math. cm. is. nagoya-u. ac. jp$/\sim$kanamori/software$/LSIF/$
4.3.4 Unconstrained Formulation
The regularization path tracking algorithm for LSIF was shown to suffer from a numerical prob-
lem. and therefore is not practically reliable. Here, a practical alternative to LSIF is introduced,
which gives an approximate solution to LSIF in a $(omp_{tt_{r})}\prime tioni\iota 11y$ effcient amd reliable manner
(Kanamori et al., $2009a$).
The approximation idea introduced here is very simple: the non-negativity constraint of the
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parameters in the optimization problem (13) is ignored. This results in the following uncon-
straine$(1$ optimization problelii.
$\beta\xi-:\mathbb{R}^{b}\min[\frac{1}{2}\beta^{T}\hat{H}\beta-\hat{h}^{T}\beta+\frac{\lambda}{2}\beta^{T}\beta]$ . (14)
In the above, a quadratic regularization term $\beta^{T}\beta/2$ was included instead of the linear one
$1_{b}^{\gamma}\theta$ since the linear penalty term does not work as a regularizer without the non-negativity
constraint. Eq.(14) is an un( $onstr\dot{x}in(-\backslash (1$ convex quadratic program, and the solution can be
analytically computed as
$\tilde{\beta}=(\overline{H}+\lambda I_{b})^{-1}\hat{h},\cdot$
where $I_{b}$ is the $b$-dimensional identity matrix. Since the non-riegativity constraint $\beta\geq 0_{b}Wd_{\iota}S$
($lroppe(1$ , some of the learned parameters (ollld be negative. To compensate for this approxima-
tion error, the solution is modified as
$\hat{\beta}=\max(0_{b}.\tilde{\beta})$ ,
where the $\max$ ’ operation for a pair of vectors is applied in tbe element-wise manner. This is
the solution of the approximation method called unconstruined LSIF (uLSIF) $(K\tau n\cdot tmori$ et al.,
$2009a)$ . An advantage of uLSIF is tliat the solution can be computed just by solving a system
of linear equations. Therefore, its computation is stable when $\lambda$ is not too small.
Due to tlie $p_{2}$-regularizer, the solution tends to be close to $0_{b}$ to some extent. Thus, the effect
of ignoring the non-negativity constra.int may not be bo critical See Kanarnori et al. (2009a) for
theoretical and experimental error analysis.
4.3.5 Analytic Expression of Leave-One-Out Score
A practically important advantage of uLSIF over LSIF is that the score of leave-one-out $CV$
(LOOCV) can be cornputed analytically (Kauamori et al., $2009a$)–thanks to this property, the
computational $(oInplexity$ for performing LOOCV is the same order as just computing a single
solution.
In the current setup, txvo sets of salnples, $\{x_{i}^{ntJ}\}_{?=1}^{n_{tt11}}$ and $\{x_{j}^{de}\}_{j=1}^{n_{rJc}}$ , generally have different
sample size. For simplicity, $v^{r}e\iota\backslash S111ne$ that $r\iota_{de}\leq n_{nt1}$ and the i-th numerator sample $x_{i}^{11u}$
a.rid the i-th denominator sample $x_{i}^{dc}$ are held out at $t\}_{1e}\mathfrak{i}_{\dot{\zeta}}^{\backslash }1\ln \mathfrak{k}^{1}$ time; the numerator samples
$\{x_{i}^{r\}u}\}_{i=n_{\langle}\iota_{C}+1}^{n_{n\backslash 1}}$ are always used for density ratio estimation. Note that this assumption is only for
the sake of silnplicity; the order of numerator samples can be changed without sacrificing the
$coli_{i}put$ational advantages.
Let $r\wedge i)(x)$ be a density ra,tio estilnate obtained without $t$ he i-th numerator sample $x_{t}^{nu}$ and
the $\uparrow$-th denominator sample $x_{i}^{dc}$ . Then the LOOCV score is expressed as
LOOCV $= \frac{1}{n_{de}}\sum_{i=1}^{\prime,}n_{J\backslash },[\frac{1}{2}(\hat{r}^{(i)}(x_{i}^{dc^{y}}))^{2}-\hat{r}^{\langle i)}(x_{i}^{11U})]$ .
A trick to efficiently compute the LOOCV score is to use the Sherman-Woodbury-Morrison
formula (Golub & Loan. 1996) for computing matrix inverses: for an invertible square matrix
$A$ and vectors $u$ and $v$ such that $v^{T}A^{-1}u\neq-1$ .
$(A+uv^{T})^{-1}=A^{-1}- \frac{A^{-1}uv^{T}A^{-1}}{1+v^{T}A^{-1}u}$ .
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Input: $\{x_{i}^{tlu}\}_{i=1}^{\uparrow\iota_{nu}}$ and $\{x_{j}^{de}\}_{j=1}^{n_{dc}}$
Output: $\hat{r}(x)$
$b arrow\min(100, n_{t1u}):_{l}$ $n arrow\min(n_{nu}, n_{d\epsilon^{\backslash }})_{\backslash }$.
Randomly choose $b$ centers $\{c_{\ell}\}_{\ell=1}^{b}$ from $\{x_{i}^{nt1}\}_{i=1}^{n_{l\backslash u}}$ without replacement;
For each candidate of Gaussian width $\sigma$
$\hat{H}_{\ell,\ell’}arrow\frac{1}{n_{d6^{\backslash }}}\sum_{j=1}^{r\downarrow dc}\exp(-\frac{\Vert x_{j}^{de}-c_{\ell}\Vert^{2}+\Vert x_{j}^{de}-c_{l’’}\Vert^{\gamma}\sim}{2\sigma^{2}})$ for $\ell,$ $\ell’=1,$ $\ldots,$ $b$ ;
$\hat{h}_{\ell}arrow\frac{1}{n_{nu}}\sum_{i=1}^{n_{nu}}\exp(-\frac{\Vert x_{i}^{11U}-c_{\zeta}\Vert^{2}}{2\sigma^{2}})$ for $\ell=1,$ $\ldots$ , $b$ ;
$X_{p^{u}}^{n_{i}}arrow$ oxp $(- \frac{\Vert x_{i}^{nt1}-.c_{l}\Vert^{2}}{2\sigma^{2}})$ for $i=1,$ $\ldots$ , $n$ and $l=1,$ $\ldots$ , $b$ ;
$X_{\ell,i}^{de} arrow\exp(-\frac{\Vert x_{i}^{de}-c_{p}\Vert^{2}}{2\sigma^{2}})$ for $i=1,$ $\ldots,$ $n$ and $P=1,$ $\ldots$ , $b$ ;
For each candidate of regularization parameter $\lambda$
$\hat{B}arrow\hat{H}+\frac{\lambda(n_{de}-1)}{n_{de}}I_{b}$ ;
$B_{0}arrow\hat{B}^{-J}\hat{h}1_{n}^{T}+\hat{B}^{-1}X^{de}$ diag $( \frac{\hat{h}^{T}\hat{B}^{-1}X^{de}}{n_{d\epsilon^{\backslash }}1_{\uparrow\iota}^{T}-1_{b}^{T}(X^{dc}*\hat{B}^{-1}X^{dc})})$ ;
$B_{1}arrow\hat{B}^{-1}X^{nu}+\hat{B}^{-1}X^{de}$ diag $( \frac{1_{b}^{T}(X^{nu}*\hat{B}^{-1}X^{de})}{\eta_{de}1_{l}^{T}-1_{b}^{T}(X^{dc}*\hat{B}^{-1}X^{de})})\backslash$
$B_{2} arrow\max(0_{b\cross n},$ $\frac{nde-1}{nde\{r\iota_{n1\lambda}-1)}(n_{nu}B_{0}-B_{1}))$ ;
$w_{\iota 1e}arrow(1_{b}^{T}(X^{de}*B_{2}))$ ; $w_{nu}arrow(1_{b}^{T}(X^{1111}*B_{2}))^{T}$ ;
LOOCV$( \sigma, \lambda)arrow\frac{w_{de}^{T}w_{d_{C^{\backslash }}}}{2n}-\frac{1_{n}^{T}w_{uu}}{n}$ ;
end
end
$(\hat{\sigma}, \hat{\lambda})arrow$ argmin $(\sigma,\lambda)$ LOOCV$(\sigma, \lambda)$ ;
$\tilde{H}_{\zeta,p\prime}arrow\frac{1}{n_{de}}\sum_{j=1}^{dc}\exp n(-\frac{\Vert x_{j}^{de}-c_{\ell}\Vert^{2}+\Vert x_{j}^{d\epsilon^{1}}-c_{l’}\Vert^{2}}{2\hat{\sigma}^{2}})$ for $l,$ $\ell’=1,$ $\ldots,$ $b$ ;
$\tilde{h}_{\ell}arrow\frac{1}{n_{r\downarrow u}}\sum_{i=1}^{n_{nu}}\exp(-\frac{\Vert x_{i}^{nu}-Cp\Vert^{2}}{2\hat{\sigma}^{2}})$ for $P=1,$ $\ldots.b$ ;
$\hat{\alpha}arrow$ rnax$(0_{b}, (\overline{H}+\hat{\lambda}I_{b})^{-1}\tilde{h})$ ;
$\hat{u^{\backslash }}(x)arrow\sum_{p=1}^{b}\hat{\alpha}_{\ell}\exp(-\frac{\Vert x-cp\Vert^{2}}{2\hat{\sigma}^{2}})$ ;
Figure 9: Pseudo code of uLSIF algorithm with LOOCV. $B*B’$ denotes the element-wise
multiplication of matrices $B$ and $B’$ of the same size, that is, the $(i,j)-$ th element is given by
$B_{i,j}B_{i,j}’$ . For $r\iota$-dirnensiollal vectors $b$ and $b’$ , diag $(_{b}^{b}\neg)$ denotes the $n\cross n$ diagonal matrix with
i-th diagonal elemerlt $b_{i}/b_{i}’$ .
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A pseudo code of uLSIF with LOOCV-based model selection is summarized in Figure 9.
Note that the basis design heuristic explained in Section 4.2.3 is used in the pseudo code, but
the amalytic form of the LOOCV score is available for ally bamsis functions.
A MATLAB$\otimes$ implementation of uLSIF is available from
http: $//sugiyama$-www. cs. titech. ac. $jp/\sim$ sugi $/software/uLSIF/$
and an $R$ implementation of uLSIF is available froln
http: $//www$ . math. cm. is. nagoya-u. ac. $jp/\sim kanamori/software/LSIF/$
4.4 Remarks
Density ratio estimation by ratio matching can successfully avoid density estimation. Further-
more, CV based on $t$ he target divergence functional is available for rnodel selection.
We have described the ratio rnatching methods for the UKL divergence amd the SQ distance.
The UKL method (KLIEP) is applicable to a variety of models such as linear/kernel models
(Sugiyama et al.. 2008), log-linear lno $\mathfrak{c}1_{t^{3}}1s$ (Tsuboi et al., 2009), mixtures of Gaussians (Yamada
& $S\iota lgiyalna$ , 2009$)$ , and lnixt $\iota$lr s of probabilistic principal component analyzers $(Ya$l$1la(la$ et al.,
2010). On the other hand, the SQ methods are computationally more efficient. The constrained
method (LSIF) for the $\ell_{1}$-regularizer is equipped with a regularization path trac] ing algorithm.
Furthermore, its unconstrained variant (uLSIF) allows one to compute the density ratio esti-
mator analytically: tlie leave-one-out CV score can also be coniputed in a closed form. Thus,
the overall computation of uLSIF including model selection is highly efficient $(K\zeta\prime m_{\subset}\iota mori$ et al.,
$2009a)$ .
The fact that uLSIF has an alialytic-form solution is actually very useful beyond its com-
putational efficiency. Wlien one wants to optimize soine criterion defined using a density ratio
estimate ($e.g.$ , mutual information, Cover& Thomas, 2006), the ,,malyti $(\succ$ form solution of uLSIF
allows one to compute the derivative of the target criterion analytically. Then one $c_{r}m$ develop,
e.g., gradient-based algorithms and (quasi-) Newton \‘algorithnis for optimization. This property
can be successfUlly utilized, e.g., in identifying the central subspace in sufficient dimensionality
reduction (Suzuki & Sugiyania, 2010), finding independent components in independent com-
ponent analysis (Suzuki & Sugiyania, 2009), performing dependence minimizing regression in
causal inference (Yamada& Sugiyama, 2010), alld identifying the hetero-distributional subspace
in direc$t$ density $\gamma atio$ estimation with dimensio$7?ality$ reduction (Sugiyama et al., $2010a$).
The ratio matching approach can also be $c\cdot h_{c}\iota r_{\zeta}\iota(,teriz\epsilon^{1}d’$ divergence estimation. Let $f$ be
a convex function such that $f(1)=0$ . Then the $Ali-Silr$)$er-$ Csiszar $(ASC)$ divergence associated
with $f$ from $p_{de}^{*}$ to $p_{nu}^{*}$ is defined as follows (Ali & Silvey, 1966; Csisz\’ar, 1967):
ASC$f(p_{de}^{*}\Vert p_{nu}^{*})$ $:= \int p_{de}^{*}(x)f(\frac{p_{1111}^{*}(x)}{p_{de}^{*}(x)})dx$ .
Let $f^{*}$ be the Legendrc-Fenchel dual of $f$ ( $’$ , 1970):
$f^{*}(s):= \sup_{t^{*}}[t^{*}s-f(t^{*})]$ .
The convexity of $f$ implies
$f(t^{*})\geq f(t)$ -{ $\cdots$ $(t^{*}-t)\nabla f(t)$ ,
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Then, the BR divergence associated with $f$ from $r^{*}$ to $r$ without an irrelevam$\dagger$ constant (see
Eq.(10) $)$ can be expressed in terms of $f^{*}$ as
$BR_{f}(r^{*}\Vert r)-\cdot\cdot--\int p_{de}^{*}(x)(*$ . (15)
Eq.(15) is minimized with respect to $r$ if and only if $r=r^{*}$ (Nguyen et al., 2010):
$\min_{r}BR_{f}(r^{*}\Vert r)=\int p_{de}^{*}(x)f(r^{*}(x))dx$ .
Consequently, the ASC divergence can }$)e$ approximated as
ASC$f(p_{de}^{*} \Vert p_{11U}^{*})=\min_{r}BR_{f}(r^{*}\Vert r)$
$\approx\min_{r}[\int_{7?_{de}}^{\underline{1}}\sum_{j=1}^{n_{de}}f^{*}(\nabla f(r(x_{j}^{dc})))-\frac{1}{n_{nu}}\sum_{i=1}^{n_{n11}}\nabla f(r(x_{i}^{nu}))]$ .
This agrees with the ASC-divergence estimator proposcd in Nguyen et al. (2010).
5 Conclusions
In tbis paper, we provided a $(j)mpreh_{t^{J}I}isive$ review of density ratio estimation methods, including
the moment matching approach (Section 2), the probabilistic classification approach (Section 3),
and the ratio matching approach (Section 4). Through extensive experiments, these methods
were shown to outperform the naive approach of talging the ratio of kernel density estilnators
(Sugiyama et al., 2008: Gretton et al., 2009; Kanamori et al., $2009a$; Hido et al., 2010).
Theoretical analysis of these direct density-ratio estimators has also been carried out. For
example. in Kanamori et al. (2010), the accuracy of (A) the ratio of maximum likelihood density
estimators, (B) probabilistic classification with logistic regression, and (C) ratio matching under
the Kullback-Leibler divergence has been theoretically compared in tbe parametric setup. The
paper showed that, when the numerator and denominator densities are known to be members
of the exponential family. (A) is better than (B) and (B) is better than (C). On the other halid,
once the rnodel $\subset$}$ss\iota nlption$ is violated, (C) was shown to be better than (A) rmd (B). Thus,
in practical situations where no exact model is available, (C) would be the rnost promising
approach to density ratio estimation.
For non-pararnetric cases, the convergence rate of the infinite-order moment matching ap-
proach (Gretton et al.. 2009), ratio matching under the Kullback-Leibler divergence (Sugiyama
et al., 2008; $Ay_{gu\}^{\prime en}}$ et al., 2010$)$ , and ratio mat(hing under tbe squared distan($:e$ (Kanamori
et al., $2009b)$ has been elucidated. However, it seems to be an open research topic to theoreti-
cally prove that these direct density-ratio estimators are really superior to the naive approach
of taking the ratio of non-parametric (lensity $esti_{1}nators$ .
Finally, the performance of density ratio estimation in high-dilnensional problems can be
further improved by dimensionality reduction. More specifically, density ratio estimation is
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carried out only in a subspace in which the numerator and denominator densities are significantIy
different. Such approaches have been explored $r\mathfrak{t}^{1}(:e11t1\}^{r}$ (Sugiyama et al., $2010b$ ; SugiyaIna et al.,
$2010a)$ , and would be a promising direction for further improving tbe estimation accuracy of
density ratios.
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